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Lipid Accumulation in Lymphedema and Lipedema  

I work in a lot of different areas of lymphatic research. I come from more of a 

physiology engineering background, and we've been working on various aspects of 

how lymphatic function and transport function affects immunity, how it affects 

inflammation, how it's involved in inflammation, and really how these come to play in 

controlling and regulating the host response to cancer. 

The lymphatics are not simply transporting, but they also play a lot of roles in 

regulating their environment, and so the cells themselves that line the lymphatic vessels 

can sense and respond to and modulate local tissue environment. 

This is what we're starting to learn and this is where the field has really evolved in the 

last ten years. Previously, lymphatics were mostly considered as just transporters – 

either transporters of lipid in the gut, transporters of fluid, transporters of cells to the 

lymph node. And now we realize that it's so much more than that, and that the 

lymphatic vessels themselves help modulate immune cells. They can modulate the 

function of immune cells. They modulate lipid – the metabolism and transport and 

egress and uptake of lipid around them. And they can sample their immune 

microenvironment. They can send out signals to other cells downstream, they can make 

the tumor-draining lymph node a niche for metastasis later on. And so these are what 

we're really starting to understand.  

 

So in all models of lymphedema and human                 
patients, you always see lipid accumulation that looks 

abnormal, and it can be different types of lipid accumulation. 
And we don’t really understand why, but sustained chronic      

swelling always seems to lead to accumulation of lipids.  
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So the field from the molecular biology perspective is relatively new. And so more and 

more we’re working on – not my lab in particular but the field – what are new molecular 

targets can we develop? Drugs that could maybe target or reverse some of these 

things. 

 

Lymphatics Are Complicated  
But before we can even do that, we need to understand how these molecules affect 

lymphatic function. It's not very straightforward. The lymphatics are really complicated. 

It's not that we necessarily would always want to grow more lymphatics. There are 

times when you want it, and times when it can actually be detrimental. So the 

lymphatics regulate, and you can have too much or not enough. And even if we knew 

when we would want, we're still trying to figure out what we need to do in some of 

these diseases, how we would approach treating them. 

So if the lymphatics are too leaky, how should you approach that? Should you give ant-

inflammatory drugs? Steroids? Should you try to do gene therapy, or should you try to 

grow new lymphatics? We're still trying to understand these things. 

I think everybody in this community has known for decades that there's some really 

important connections with lipid metabolism, lipid transport, leakage of lymph into the 

gut. There's some functions for that. They're immunological function. This is probably 

how some of the lipid is actually transported into adipocytes. We still don't understand 

enough, but we know that there's some interesting connections. 

 

I think we need to bring the clinical issues more                     
to the forefront because we always hear this about 

lymphedema. And we know there’s this lipid association,    
but we don’t really know much about what the difference           

is between lymphedema and lipedema.  
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So in all models of lymphedema and human patients, you always see lipid accumulation 

that looks abnormal, and it can be different types of lipid accumulation. And we don't 

really understand why, but sustained chronic swelling always seems to lead to 

accumulation of lipids. 

I think we need to bring the clinical issues more to the forefront because we always 

hear this about lymphedema. And we know there's this lipid association, but we don't 

really know much about what the difference is between lymphedema and lipedema. 

And clinically, what are their different gene mutations in patients that have it? How is it 

diagnosed? 

What we really need to bring together for this field is inflammation, lipid metabolism, 

and vascular biology. Those three fields somehow together, but without it being 

overwhelming. But I think that that could be a really interesting mix. 
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